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INTRODUCTION

The study area lies in the Blocks of the Western
Offshore, India (shown in the map as A & B). The close grid
seismic data was acquired in these blocks during the year
1996 & 2002. The data acquired during 2002 was processed
onboard using the Focus software.

Based on the preliminary study of this processed
data, The Pre  Stack Time and Depth Migration has been
applied on few selective 2D lines of both the blocks. The
layout of seismic lines taken up for PSTM/PSDM is shown in
Fig 1 & 2.

ABSTRACT : Pre-stack processing, mainly the Time and Depth Migration, have emerged as a very reliable tool for improved
imaging of the sub surface. The method is more effective for deeper prospects having geological complexities and lateral velocity
variations specially in carbonate build ups. The reliable mapping assumes considerable significance in deepwater exploration due
to the fact that such areas are devoid of well data and the cost of drilling the well is extremely high. The Pre-stack Time and Depth
Migration has been applied on few 2D lines of the NELP Block of Kerala Konkan Basin of the Western Offshore, India. The
present paper describes the methodology, velocity model building and the result of Pre STM and Pre SDM along 3 representative

lines namely A,B,C. The result brings out the refinement in the structural features in the zone of interest.

OBJECTIVE

The block wise main objective of the seismic survey
was :

Block A

- Identification of Cretaceous prospects (TWT 2.2-5.0 Sec)

Block B

- Delineation of prospects at Paleocene, Eocene & Miocene
Carbonates (TWT 1.0- 5.0 Sec)

The main objective for PSTM/PSDM along a few
identified lines (shown as AA’, BB’& CC’) was to:

Figure 1: Index Map and the layout of line  AA’ and BB’
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• enhance the events below the deepest correlatable
reflector below the trap and

• map the Mesozoic, if any, structural conflicts so far could
not be visualized.

METHODOLOGY

Before starting the work, the previous work was
studied in detail and the salient features identified. There was
no well data available close to the lines proposed for PSTM/
PSDM. The horizons were picked in consultation with the
interpretation team.

The software used for the processing were:

• Promax for processing upto decon stage
• Geodepth for PSTM and PSDM

The acquisition parameters are briefly mentioned
as below:
• No of streamers Single
• No of channels 96 (Line AA’)

184 (Line BB’ & CC’)
• Offset       Near 150 m (222 m for line AA’)

                  Far 4725m(2597 m for line AA’)
• Group  interval 25 m
• Shot interval 25 m
• Sample interval 2 ms
• Record length 7 sec
• Gun depth 6 m
• Streamer depth 8m  (10 m for line AA’)

• Filters Analog 1.98Hz,3dB/oct  to
205.9 Hz  (digital anti-alias),
265dB/oct   (LC:3.5hz,HC:128hz for
line AA’)

• Recorded Line AA’ by ONGC vessel  in 1996  Line BB’ &
CC’ by M/s Large in 2002

The flow for the onboard processing ,which was
basically the Post stack time migration, are as under:

• Reformatting
• Gain correction
• Statics
• Deconvolution
• Velocity analysis
• Multiple attenuation
• DMO
• Stack
• Migration
• Time variant filter
• Final output

SALIENT FEATURES OF PSDM PROCESS

Recent advances in computer-based processing
systems have significantly reduced the cycle time of the
projects while improving the imaging in the migrated time
domain. However, as every, interpreter knows the final test of
any interpretation lies in the ability to produce an accurate
prognosis in depth domain. Our ultimate objective is to
improve the image in depth domain.

Figure 2: Index Map and the layout of line  CC’
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While PSDM is often seen as a panacea for seismic
imaging, it must be remembered that the process itself is
dependent on the raw input gathers and the accuracy of the
velocity depth model used for migration.

PSDM has produced spectacular results in many
producing basins around the world and expected to add value
to any exploratory project by improving the subsurface image.
The quality of PSDM in providing superior image of the
subsurface by correct positioning of traces during migration
depends mainly on the accuracy of velocity depth model.

There are different ways to convert time migrated/
RMS velocity section to a depth/interval velocity model. Dix’s
method offers convenient way to convert dip corrected RMS
velocities to interval velocities for plane parallel layers.
However the straight ray approximation inherent in the RMS
velocity and the hyperbolic assumption of the travel times
severely limits the use of Dix’s formula to dipping  layers upto
less than 10 degrees dip.

 Notable among the available schemes for initial
interval velocity estimates in depth using model based (layer
stripping) approaches are :

• coherency inversion,
• stacking velocity inversion and
• travel time inversion,

In the present paper, we have used coherency
inversion method for interval velocity estimation which has
advantage over Dix-based methods. It uses ray traced modeled
travel time curves to compare with actual travel times recorded
for lateral or vertical variations in velocity. Refraction according
to Snell’s law and structural dips within the model are all
accounted for by ray tracing. We are therefore no longer
limited by the hyperbolic move out assumption of the Dix
equations.

To get the interval velocity by coherency inversion,
we de-migrate the time migrated horizon to get unmigrated
time picks, then we use normal incidence ray migration to
convert the unmigrated time horizons to depth.

 In all the three lines (AA’, BB’& CC’), Kirchhoff
fast Pre Stack Depth Migration with the option of maximum
energy and shortest path  has been applied using Geodepth
software.

The processing flow for PSTM were as under:

1. Data reformatting from segy to Promax format.
2. Geometry application on the Raw data.

3. Editing
4. Statics
5. True Amplitude Recovery
6. Deconvolution

Operator length 240ms
Gap 12 ms

7. Input decon gathers to Geodepth software in CDP mode
8. Creation of floating datum model and verification of input

data
9. Picking of stacking velocity and updating the data with

residual NMO
10. Pre - Stack Time Migration
11. Horizon Picking and Model Building
12. Horizon based velocity analysis
13. Model updating and creation of RMS Velocity section
14.  Pre - Stack Time Migration
15. Stacking of PSTM Data.
16. De-migration of migrated horizons
17. Initial depth / velocity model building using Coherency

Inversion
18. Creation of depth structure model and interval velocity

section
19. Pre - Stack Depth  Migration
20. Interval velocity and depth model refinement  using Model

based Tomography
21. Stacking of PSDM Data.

The velocity picks, coherency inversion along one
of the horizons along Line AA’ and the velocity model are
shown in Fig. 4.

The Post stack migrated section, Pre Stack Time and
Depth Migrated sections along three Lines AA’, BB’, CC’ are
shown in Fig 5, 6 & 7.

Figure 3: Velocity picking and model building  by coherency inversion
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Figure 4: Coherency inversion at two horizons

Figure 5: Seismic sections along Line AA’

Figure 6 : Seismic sections along Line BB’

Figure 7 : Seismic sections along Line CC’

OBSERVATIONS

The pre stack migrated sections indicate:
• Improved image of the subsurface along all the lines

specially the interval at deeper level corresponding to
the Trap/Sub trap level.

• The faults are very clearly resolved
• The velocity model suggests lateral variation in the

interval velocity
• The PreSDM sections will enable the interpreters to map

the events below trap level.

CONCLUSION

The Pre Stack Time and Depth Migration of the data
provides more confidence in mapping the events in the zone
of interest.

The image near the trap level has considerably
improved by optimally designing the processing parameters.
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